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METHODS OF DETERMINING
METEOROLOGICAL DATA USED

IN AIR POLLUTION DISPERSION MODELS

The methods of determining meteorological data used in air pollution dispersion models are clas-
sified and each class is described. Relationships between these methods and different groups of air
pollution dispersion models are presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

The modelling of atmospheric processes consists in determining the atmospheric
flow of air pollutants and in calculating their concentrations. This can be done either
as an on-line modelling or an off-line modelling.

In the case of the on-line modelling, it is assumed that meteorological processes
and pollutant concentration fields interact with each other. A meteorological model
and an air pollution dispersion model create an air pollution dispersion system in
which information is exchanged in two directions.

In case of the off-line modelling, it is assumed that meteorological processes in-
fluence pollutant concentration fields, but pollutant fields do not influence meteoro-
logical processes. A meteorological model supplies to an air pollution dispersion
model with meteorological data, but the models are run separately.

The off-line modelling has some advantages and limitations. Among the advan-
tages is the possibility of running different air pollution dispersion models or a spe-
cific model with different emission scenarios using the same meteorological data ob-
tained from one simulation of the meteorological model. The disadvantage of such
a modelling is that it needs accumulating and storing meteorological fields for long-
term simulations. Some additional problems appear when calculation grids of mete-
orological and air pollution models differ. It has to be mentioned that the on-line
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modelling was introduced to air pollution dispersion studies in the mid nineteen nine-
ties and up till now it has been applied rather rarely.

Up-to-date studies have shown a small influence of the on-line modelling on final
results.  It has to be taken into account, however, that in some situations a feedback
takes place and the off-line modelling can be responsible for additional errors.

In this article, the methods of determining meteorological data used in air pollu-
tion models are discussed. The relationships between meteorological techniques and
air pollution dispersion models are presented.

2. METHODS OF DETERMINING METEOROLOGICAL FIELDS

2.1. GENERAL REMARKS

There is a great variety of methods of determining meteorological fields. They dif-
fer in the complexity, requirements of computer capabilities as well as in the level of
the user experience and skills. In general, the following techniques can be distin-
guished [1]:

• traditional methods,
• meteorological pre-processors,
• diagnostic meteorological models,
• prognostic meteorological  models.

2.2. TRADITIONAL METHODS

These methods are the most simple and the oldest ones. They can be itemized as
follows [1]:

• schemes of the determination of stability classes,
• the determination of the vertical wind profile using a power law relationship,
• the determination of the boundary layer height based on a statistics relating it to

a stability class.
In the determination of atmospheric stability, the following sets of parameters can

be used:
• the wind velocity, sun radiation intensity and cloud cover,
• the measurements of wind direction fluctuations,
• the vertical temperature gradient,
• the gradient Richardson number,
• the bulk Richardson number,
• the Monin–Obukhov length, surface roughness parameter,
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• the ratio of wind velocities measured at two different heights.
The most famous method of determining atmospheric stability classes is the scheme of

PASQUILL [2]. In this classification, six stability classes are distinguished. Such stability
classes as very unstable, unstable and slightly unstable are assigned the letters: A, B, C.
The letter D represents the neutral stability class. Slightly stable and stable conditions are
given the letters E and F. Parameters needed to determine a type of the stability class are
supplied by routine meteorological stations. They include the wind velocity, sun radiation
intensity and cloud cover. The method of determining the stability classes used in Poland
was developed by Hydro-Meteorological Institute. It is based on the same set of parameters
as the Pasquill method and can be used for preparing a catalogue of meteorological data for
meteorological stations in Poland. Other methods of determining the stability classes are
given, for example, in SORBJAN [3] or EPRI study report [4].

In the determination of the vertical wind velocity profile, a power law empirical
relationship is used. A vertical distribution of the wind velocity depends on the value
of its power and varies for different stability classes [1], [3].

The determination of the boundary layer height is based on vertical profiles of
meteorological parameters. Most often the vertical temperature profile from an
aerological sounding is used and the boundary layer height is determined applying an
air-dried parcel method of HOLZWORTH [5].

Applying this or other simple methods it is possible to determine an average
height of boundary layer in a given class of atmospheric stability and to use this value
in a simple air pollution dispersion model if more detail information is not available.
Average heights of boundary layers in Poland were evaluated by LITYŃSKA [6].

The meteorological data obtained based on traditional methods are grouped together
in order to calculate the air pollutant concentration in a different manner, depending on
whether it is a short-term or a long-term simulation. In the case of the short-term simu-
lations, the meteorological data are arranged in a chronological order (hour by hour). In
the case of the long-term simulations, the meteorological data are usually prepared as a
statistics of the occurrence frequency of meteorological parameters. Most often the
three-dimensional statistics of the occurrence frequency of the wind velocity, wind di-
rection and atmospheric stability class are prepared (wind roses) [7], [8].

In Poland, such statistics were developed by HMI for the decade of 1966–1975 for
58 meteorological stations and 8 measuring periods per day [8]. These statistics are
available for the whole average year, summer season and winter season.

2.3. METEOROLOGICAL PRE-PROCESSORS

A meteorological pre-processor is a set of calculation algorithms used to deter-
mine atmospheric boundary layer parameters and vertical profiles of the wind and
temperature based on the data from surface meteorological stations and aerological
measurements. Data from the meteorological station are usually supplied every hour.
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The measurements of the wind and temperature at different heights above the surface
are obtained from the aerological station at least twice a day.

Meteorological pre-processors are considered to be a step forward in traditional
methods of determining meteorological conditions. They improve the quality of air
pollution dispersion simulations [9].

The following basic boundary layer parameters are distinguished [9]:
• the vertical heat flux (Ho),
• the vertical momentum flux (τo ),
• the boundary layer height (hbl).
The additional boundary layer parameters are:
• the friction velocity scale (u∗),
• the convection velocity scale (w∗),
• the Monin–Obukhov length scale (L),
• the potential temperature scale (θ∗).
The metod of van Ulden, Holtslag and de Bruin [10] is one of the most famous

methods of determining boundary layer parameters. It includes the following modules:
• the determination of the surface roughness length (zo),
• the calculation of the friction velocity scale (u∗), potential temperature scale (θ∗)

and the Monin–Obukhov length scale (L),
• the reconstruction of the vertical wind profile,
• the determination of the boundary layer height (hbl).
The surface roughness (zo) describes aerodynamical features of homogeneous ter-

rain. In the case of differences in the surface characteristics, the effective aerody-
namical roughness is used. HOLTSLAG and van ULDEN [9] describe the following
calculation methods of this parameter:

• a method, in which the vertical wind profile observed in the neutral atmospheric
stability is used,

• a method of WIERINGA [11], in which the normalised standard deviation of the
wind velocity (σu/u) is used,

• a method, in which the value of aerodynamical roughness is evaluated based on
the visual terrain description and the values of zo assigned to the specific terrain types
following the Wieringa classification.

In the case of big differences in the surface characteristics, an area around the
meteorological station should be divided into sectors and the surface roughness pa-
rameter should be determined for each sector separately. The value of zo from a sector
related to the meteorological flow should be used in calculations.

HOLTSLAG and van ULDEN [9] give two methods of determining the friction velo-
city (u∗), potential temperature scale (θ∗) and the Monin–Obukhov length scale (L):

• a method, in which vertical profiles of the wind and potential temperature in the
surface layer are used,
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• a method, in which the heat balance equation at the earth surface is used.
In the first method, the measurements of the wind velocity on one level in the sur-

face layer and potential temperature on two levels are needed. In the second method,
the information about the heat balance at the earth surface is used instead of the po-
tential temperature measurements.

The difference between those two methods lies in the way of calculating the po-
tential temperature. In the first method, it is given by ),( *1* uf θθ ∆=  while in the sec-

ond method – by ),,,( *2* uTΘclf s=θ .
The vertical wind profile is reconstructed using the Monin–Obukhov probability

theory.
The methods of determining the boundary layer height depend on the atmos-

pheric stability. In the case of the stable and neutral boundary layer, HOLTSLAG and
van ULDEN [9] propose diagnostic equations. In the case of the convective boundary
layer, they use a prognostic model based on a set of three ordinary differential equations.

Meteorological pre-processors gradually replace the traditional methods of deter-
mining meteorological data. This tendency has been observed in West European
countries and in the USA since the mid nineteen eighties [12]–[18].

A meteorological pre-processor is usually developed together with an air pollution
model. Here such pre-processors serve as the examples of the following modelling
systems: the OML [19], HPDM [20]–[21], ADMS [22]–[23], MEPDIM [24],
AERMOD [25].

A concept of a meteorological pre-processor developed in Poland is described in
the paper of ŁOBOCKI and ULIASZ [26]. However, it was not implemented, since we
face some problems with the application of meteorological pre-processors in Poland.
They are connected with the sparse aerological network. The aerological soundings
are carried out only in Legionowo, Poznań, Wrocław and Łeba.

Specific meteorological pre-processors differ in the methods of determining the
boundary layer parameters. In the case of the dynamic velocity scale (u∗), potential
temperature scale (θ∗) and Monin–Obukhov length scale (L), either one of two meth-
ods described by HOLTSLAG [10] or two methods are used. The reconstruction of the
vertical wind profile is based on the Monin–Obukhov probability theory; however,
different forms of universal functions are applied. In the case of determining the
boundary layer height, greater diversity is observed. A review of the determination
methods of this parameter presents SEIBERT et al. [27].

2.4. NUMERICAL, METEOROLOGICAL DIAGNOSTIC MODELS

A meteorological diagnostic model generates stationary meteorological fields
based on measurements from surface meteorological stations. Usually only wind
fields are supplied. A quality of wind fields depends on the measuring network den-
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sity, frequency of observations and measuring quality. Meteorological diagnostic
models cannot forecast the wind field forward in time.

In meteorological diagnostic models, usually only some of equations representing
the atmospheric processes are used to determine the relationships between meteoro-
logical variables. These equations are in a steady-state form. Most often only the
steady-state continuity equation is used as a physical constraint to generate the wind
field [28]–[30].

Special algorithms describing the effects of a complex topography can be built
into meteorological diagnostic models. These include the blocking and deflection of
the air flow by local terrain barriers as well as the up-slope and down-slope flow
through the heating and cooling of slopes [28].

Based on a meteorological diagnostic model it is possible to determine in two
steps the wind field. The first step supplies an “initial wind field” at discrete points of
the calculation grid by interpolation/extrapolation of wind velocity measurements
from meteorological stations. The second step supplies a “final wind field” which
fulfils the constraint [29].

Meteorological diagnostic models have some advantages and disadvantages. First
of all they are easy and cheap to run. They can be run in a real time, which is very
important in the case where the results are needed quickly. There is no accumulation
of errors with time because the wind field for each hour is calculated based on different
set of measuring data.

T a b l e 1

Examples of the meteorological diagnostic models

Diagnostic models Prognostic models

1. Model name
2. Institution

1. Model name
2. Institution

1. MATHEW [31]
2. Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, USA

1. MM5 (Mesoscale Meteorological model) [42]
2. NCAR, USA

1. ATMOS1 (ATMOSpheric transport model for
complex terrain) [32]

2 Los Alamos national laboratory

1. RAMS (Regional Atmospheric Modelling
System) [43]

2. Colorado State University, USA
1. CIT (California Institute of Technology wind

model) [33]
2. California Institute of Technology, USA

1. TVM (Topographic Vorticity Model) [44]
2. Joint Research Centre, Italy, Universite

Catholique Louvain, San Jose State Univer-
sity, USA

1. CALMET (CALifornia METeorological model)
[34]

2. Earth Technical Incorporation, USA

1. MC2 (Canadian Mesoscale Compressible
Community model) [45]

2. University of Quebeck, Canada

Diagnostic models, however, suffer from some drawbacks. Although the wind
fields determined by these models fulfil constraints, they do not always fully represent
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situations met in the real atmosphere. This is due to the fact that only a steady-state
continuity equation is usually used as a physical forcing. These models do not prove
correct in the areas with sparse measuring network such as mountains or oceans. The
space and time structure of the fields obtained from these models is limited by the
structure of the input data. This is a problem due to the fact that the meteorological
network is usually too sparse to distinguish between some features, e.g., between the
sea breeze and down mountain winds as well as between many regional features. In
order to obtain the wind field of a finer structure, special expensive meteorological
measurements have to be organised which allow the density and frequency of obser-
vations to be intensified. Despite these limitations meteorological diagnostic models
are attractive in the case of long-term air quality assessments [28].

The examples of diagnostic meteorological models are given in table 1.

2.5. NUMERICAL METEOROLOGICAL PROGNOSTIC MODEL

A meteorological prognostic model allows a set of 2-dimensional or 3-dimensional
equations describing the processes in the atmospheric boundary layer to be solved
numerically. It provides information on fields of the wind, turbulence and other mete-
orological variables under specific terrain conditions. These fields can change with
time and in space [28], [30].

Many of prognostic models currently used in air-quality assessments were de-
signed to forecast complex atmospheric conditions. In their development, the attention
was focused on the deep convection and strong dynamical forcing. The adaptation of
models to the situations with the week dynamics is usually simple. In order to obtain
accurate solutions, a very good parameterisation of atmospheric processes is needed.
These processes are as follows: the moist convection; cloud, fog and precipitation
formation; radiation; processes taking place at the earth surface; and turbulence proc-
esses. In prognostic models, the topography, different types of surface characteristics,
urban areas as well as big water reservoirs are taken into account [29].

Meteorological prognostic models can be divided into hydrostatic and nonhy-
drostatic ones. In hydrostatic models, it is assumed that the vertical motion of atmos-
pheric air is of a hydrostatic nature. This means that a gravitational force balances the
action of a vertical component of a pressure gradient. In nonhydrostatic models, the
pressure is determined using a more general method. In this method, the equation
describing the vertical motion of atmospheric air, state equation and potential tem-
perature equation are used [35].

The calculation of meteorological fields by prognostic models is made in two
steps. The first step includes: the choice of the co-ordinate system, the choice of the
integration method of equations describing the atmospheric processes, the determina-
tion of the modelling domain and its discretization, the determination of initial and
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boundary conditions. In the second step, a set of partial differential equations is
solved numerically.

Meteorological prognostic models have advantages and drawbacks. One of the ad-
vantages of these models is that their application is limited only by the lack of com-
puter hardware. Prognostic models do not require such a big amount of measurement
data as the diagnostic models in order to obtain the meteorological fields of the same
quality. Prognostic models, in which a fine grid is used, simulate the features charac-
teristic of local or regional scale unresolved by observations. These features are
simulated as a result of internal dynamics and topographic forcings. In prognostic
models, physical processes affecting in a subscale meteorological fields can be repre-
sented. These processes are as follows: the moist convection; clouds, fog and pre-
cipitation formation; radiation; surface fluxes and turbulence. Prognostic models can
be used to study specific processes because simulations can be repeated many times.

We should be aware, however, that prognostic models have their limitations. They
are more expensive in comparison to diagnostic models as the integration of a set of
nonlinear equations with a small step requires fast computers. However, this disad-
vantage will be slighter with the passage of time due to the progress in computer re-
sources and numerical techniques. The measuring data are used only in the first stage
of the prognostic model simulation. As a consequence, the modelling errors accumu-
late over time. These errors are due to imperfections of the calculation scheme, pa-
rameterisation method and initial conditions. In practice, the forecasts obtained from
traditional prognostic models usually should not exceed 48 hours. Prognostic models
are complex systems. In order to run them and interpret results, a special training is
needed. In order to adapt these models to new modelling areas, a detailed knowledge
of the terrain is necessary [28].

The number of modelling errors can be reduced by the four-dimensional data as-
similation (FDDA). In this method, the measuring data from different time and space
points are constantly used to correct prognostic model solutions. This method be-
comes more and more popular in air quality studies. It can be used in hydrostatic and
nonhydrostatic models. It is especially valuable in the case where meteorological
fields of good quality are needed. FDDA method is described by SEAMAN [29],
STAUFFER and SEAMAN [36], STAUFFER et al. [37], STAUFER and SEAMAN [38],
SEAMAN et al. [39], ARDAO-BADEJR and STAUFFER [40], and BARNA and LAMB [41].

The examples of prognostic meteorological models are given in table 1.

3. RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN METEOROLOGICAL TECHNIQUES
AND AIR POLLUTION DISPERSION MODELS

Air pollution dispersion models can be classified based on different criteria. Here
the mathematical criteria are applied. Taking into account a type of the co-ordinate
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system, two groups of models are distinguished: 1. Lagrangian models in which the
dispersion of air pollutant is described in the co-ordinate system travelling with air
masses and 2. Eulerian models in which the co-ordinate system is fixed to the ground.

Because of practical reasons the Gaussian-type models are separated from the La-
grangian model group and they form the independent third group. These three groups of
models are further divided, applying the model assumptions as a criterion. A detailed
characteristic of each of the distinguished groups of air pollution models is given by
MARKIEWICZ in [1], [46]. In table 2, the classification of models is presented.

T a b l e 2

Classification of air pollution dispersion models based on mathematical criteria

Model group (basic classes) Air pollution dispersion models
Box models
Analytical models
Numerical, 1st-order closure models
Numerical, higher-order closure models

Eulerian models

Large-scale eddy simulation models
Box modelsLagrangian models
Particle models
Traditional plume models
New generation models

Gaussian models

Segmented plume or puff models

T a b l e 3

Relationships between meteorological methods of the determination
of meteorological data and air pollution dispersion models

Meteorological methods Air pollution dispersion models

Traditional methods Traditional Gaussian plume models
Segmented Gaussian plume or Gaussian puff
Eulerian box models
Eulerian analytical models

Meteorological pre-processors New-generation Gaussian plume models
Meteorological diagnostic models Eulerian numerical models with the 1st-order closure

Eulerian box models
Lagrangian box models
Segmented Gaussian plume or puff  models

Meteorological prognostic models Eulerian numerical models with the 1st- and higher-order closure
Eulerian large-scale eddy simulation models
Lagrangian particle models

In table 3, the relationships most often established between meteorological tech-
niques and air pollution models are given. Usually, the more complex the air pollution
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dispersion model, the more complex the method of determining meteorological data.
A main criterion of choosing a meteorological technique is a guarantee that all the
meteorological data needed for air pollution dispersion model are supplied.

4. SUMMARY

Air pollution dispersion models need different types of data such as the emission
data, meteorological data, physiographic data. The air pollution dispersion models can
be supplied with meteorological data by traditional methods, meteorological pre-
processors, meteorological diagnostic models and, meteorological prognostic models.

It can be noticed that usually the more complex the air pollution dispersion model,
the more advanced the method of determining meteorological data.
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METODY WYZNACZANIA DANYCH METEOROLOGICZNYCH UŻYTYCH
W MODELACH ROZPRZESTRZENIANIA SIĘ ZANIECZYSZCZEŃ

Modele rozprzestrzeniania się zanieczyszczeń w powietrzu atmosferycznym wymagają wielu danych
wejściowych takich jak: dane o emisji, dane meteorologiczne i dane fizjograficzne. Dane meteorologiczne
są wyznaczane za pomocą metod tradycyjnych, preprocesorów meteorologicznych, meteorologicznych
modeli diagnostycznych i meteorologicznych modeli prognostycznych.

Można zauważyć, że zazwyczaj bardziej skomplikowany model rozprzestrzeniania się zanieczysz-
czeń wymaga stosowania bardziej zaawansowanych metod wyznaczania pól meteorologicznych. Najczę-
ściej spotykane powiązania między technikami wyznaczania pól meteorologicznych i modelami rozprze-
strzeniania się zanieczyszczeń w powietrzu przedstawiono w tabeli 3.


